Barbell and dumbbell workout pdf

BERKO85//Getty ImagesYour current home gym equipment may be pretty slim, limiting the types of workouts you can do during quarantine. That might make matters particularly bleak if you love the typically barbell-heavy WODs associated with CrossFit, since those workouts are especially dependent on gear and space. But YouTuber and CrossFit
enthusiast Absolute Beast has come up with an efficient set of CrossFit workouts you can do at home that only require a dumbbell (he demos most of them using a pair). He looked at some of the most popular benchmark CrossFit workouts and a few of his favorites from CrossFit pros, then made some adjustments before sharing out the rep schemes
for other CrossFitters missing their boxes while stuck at home. As one viewer commented, "Love them all, hate them all."If you want to give these CrossFit dumbbell workouts a try, just keep in mind that they ask for a lot of volume in a small amount of time. So if you are going to give them a go, just remember that you should approach each workout
at your own pace. Looking for even more? Try these 12 at-home CrossFit workouts next.The other major key to these dumbbell workouts: Don't be afraid to modify the moves, especially when it comes to overhead exercises. If a workout places you in a position you're not comfortable in, skip it; longevity beats training for the sake of training every
time. View full post on YoutubeWorkout 1A/1B - Grace/Isabel30 Clean and Jerks 30 Snatches Workout 2 - Dumbbell DT 5 Rounds for Time12 Deadlifts9 Hang Power Cleans6 Push Jerks"How long can you hold on for? This is about a 10-minute workout, so set the time cap and stay committed to those 2 minute rounds," he says. "If you only have one
dumbbell, do all 5 rounds on one side, rest 2 minutes, then complete on the opposite side."Workout 3 - Elizabeth21-15-9 (rep scheme) DB Squat CleansRing/Box Dips"Let's get those triceps pumping," he says. If you don't have rings or another station for dips, crush your tris with close-grip pushups instead. And even if you do have a spot to do dips,
consider close-grip pushups anyway; they'll still hit your triceps but they'll spare your shoulders any pain and soreness.Workout 4 - Nancy5 Rounds (For Time)400m of Cardio OR 75 Double-Unders15 Overhead Squats "For the cardio, running, rowing, biking, skiing... if you have none of those, I suggest 75 double-unders as an alternative," he says.
"Then 15 overhead squats with a single dumbbell." Can't nail the double-unders or missing a jump rope? Try jumping in place for the same amount of reps.Workout 5 - Jacob Heppner's DB Burpee Deadlift Workout21-15-9 (For Time)Dumbbell Burpee Deadlifts50-meter Handstand Walk after each set OR Bear Crawl"If you only have one dumbbell, just
go the same rep range and aim to go faster," he says. Unless you're a seasoned CrossFitter (and if you're inside, even then) leave the handstand walks alone. Go for the bear crawls. Workout 6 - Pump Sesh 21-15-9 (For Time)Dumbbell Strict PressBent Over Rows"If you've got just one dumbbell, I suggest 21-15-9 on each side," he says. "Get that big
pump going."Workout 7 - Diane21-15-9 (For Time)Dumbbell DeadliftsStrict Handstand Pushups"Do strict handstand pushups... alternatively, pike pushups are way more manly than kipping," he says. Like the handstand walk, you probably shouldn't try to go upside down for your first time to attempt this WOD. Try the pike pushups instead. Workout 8
- Kalsu100 DB Thrusters (For Time)Every Minute on the Minute (EMOM) - 5 Burpees This is potentially one of the toughest workouts on the list. Given the EMOM structure, you'll do 5 burpees at the start of every new minute until you're finished. "The workout itself starts with 5 burpees, then your thrusters, then at the first minute, back into burpees
again," he says.If your shoulders are too taxed under the dumbbell before finishing, ditch the dumbbell and wrap up your reps using only your bodyweight. Workout 9 - Patrick Vellner's Devil's Press Workout100 Devil's Press reps"This workout will be sh*t with any weight," he says. "This workout is all about grit." It's also a workout you should
approach with caution if you have shoulder issues. The Devil's Press inherently involves a kettlebell-swing-type action overhead, and that can be unfriendly if you can't really go overhead. Workout 10 - Jason Khalipa's Push/Pull4 Rounds, 1 Minute eachMax ThrustersMax Bent Over RowMax BurpeesMax Hang Snatch1 Minute Rest Between Sets"My
heart rate remained low. My arms, however, turned into spaghetti. They were completely destroyed," he says. (He notes this is also a 20 minute workout.) If you give this a try, don't make piling on reps as quickly as possible your only focus. Instead, focus on quality reps—if you feel your form slipping, slow down and focus up. Emily Shiffer is a former
digital web producer for Men’s Health and Prevention, and is currently a freelancer writer specializing in health, weight loss, and fitness. She is currently based in Pennsylvania and loves all things antiques, cilantro, and American history. We expect a lot from our soldiers. Bravery in the face of danger, unwavering discipline, and elite physical fitness
—all things that make our military the greatest fighting force on earth. But when these men and women are stationed in a desert or trekking through unforgiving terrain, they don’t always have the best tools to stay in fighting shape. So they learn to make do with what they’ve got, even when all they’ve got is a flat surface and their own bodies. It
stands to reason, then, that if you give a soldier something as luxurious as a barbell, he’s going to make the most of it—whether he’s deployed or back home in the cozy confines of a gym. The same rule applies to civilians. Big-box gyms are great for variety, but there’s a reason you always see the fittest guys hanging around the bench press and power
racks, because the simplest equipment can often have the biggest impact. Proving the barbell’s versatility is Dustin Kirchofner, a former U.S. Army Special Forces soldier and a free-fall instructor—yes, the man teaches others the delicate art of parachuting out of planes into enemy territory. He’s also a certified strength and conditioning coach and
the owner of Modern Warfare Fitness in Colorado, so he’s not someone you want to compare fitness résumés with. The point is: Give him a bench, a barbell, and some plates, and he’ll whip soldiers into fighting shape. Imagine what he can do for you. “The program I’ve created is basic, but it will definitely get you big and strong if you tackle each
exercise seriously—and challenge you to improve your form, concentration, and stamina,” he says. His prescribed workout focuses on what he calls the “Big 4” exercises: the bench press, the military press, the deadlift, and the squat. Broken into two four-week phases, it starts lighter to gradually acclimate your tendons and ligaments to the training—
all while promoting muscular endurance—before moving heavier to increase your strength. During the first four weeks, you’ll do sets of six to 12 repetitions of each exercise at 75 to 85% of your one-rep max (1RM). “Keep your rest between sets minimal, at 60 seconds or less,” Kirchofner says. Over the next four weeks, you’ll lower your reps and up
the weight, doing one to five reps at 85 to 100% of your max and extending your rest periods to three to five minutes. This foundational workout can be modified as you progress. “It allows you to add, take away, or even switch up the exercises,” Kirchofner says. Mix things up by varying your sets, reps, intensity, and rest periods, or incorporate
explosive movements, like quick bursts on the positive reps and slow, controlled negatives. Throw in some plyometrics, and you’ve got a well-rounded regimen for increasing your overall power and conditioning. “This workout, as basic as it may seem, will definitely get you big and strong,” he says. We’re inclined to listen to him. DIRECTIONS Do
these workouts on a five-, six-, or seven-day split, depending on your schedule. All movements listed are done with a barbell and, where applicable, an adjustable bench. In Phase 1, aim to use 75 to 85% of your one-rep max during working sets. In Phase 2, work in the 85 to 100% range. You’ll pyramid up the weight from set to set where applicable,
but on listed sets of 20, adjust the weight so you can just eke out 20 reps. Also, be sure to perform a few light sets to warm up the target muscle. Remember that barbell gathering dust in the corner of your room? Still don't know what to do with it? Read on, and we'll take you through a plethora of drills that are easy to perform, in the comfort of your
home. Follow the instructions closely, and you will start benefiting in a short period of time. You will gain lean body mass, lose fat, lower your overall weight and improve your general fitness level and health condition. Last but not least, you will improve your look and get a proportional boost of self-esteem. The program is easy to perform, does not
require a large space at home, and can be performed at your own comfort any time of the day. It is also affordable, since it only requires that barbell we mentioned earlier on, which you may already possess, and is not an expensive item anyway. You can buy starting sets of plates, and then add larger ones as you progress. The program is a perfect
tool for persons who can not subscribe to a gym, because there is none located near them or they're too expensive. The ability to perform the program at any time of the day does away with the "busy schedule" excuse as well. Exercises 1. Barbell Back Squats Stand up, feet shoulder-width apart; place the barbell straight on your trapezius and
posterior part of your shoulders. Flex at the hip and then bend your knees and go all the way down as if sitting on a chair until your thighs are parallel to the floor. Lean your torso forward if you feel that your heels are unstable on the ground. Then get back to the initial position without locking your knees at the end of the movement. Remember that
you must keep your back straight at all times. 2. Barbell Stiff-Legged Deadlift Stand up, feet shoulder-width apart holding the barbell in your lowered arms, in front of you. Bend forward at the waist by flexing the hip. Keep your back flat and your head looking up. Tighten your buttocks and lock your knees while bending forward. Stop going down the
moment you feel your hamstrings fully stretched and go back to the starting position. 3. Barbell Forward Lunge Place the barbell straight on your trapezius and posterior part of your shoulders. Place one foot in front of the other. Bend your rear knee and direct it toward the floor. Do not force your front knee to go forward. Repeat the movement
without moving your legs. 4. Barbell Standing Calf Raise Put the barbell on the rear part of your shoulders and start lifting up and down with your toes while keeping your back straight and your knees slightly bent. 5. Barbell Bench Press Lie down on your back in a semi-supine position. Hold the barbell above your chest with palms facing forward and
elbows bent. Push the load upward to the full range of motion, keeping it in the same plane at all times. Don't hyperextend, nor lift your body at the end of the movement. This exercise can also be performed with a wide grip on the bar, which will increase the effort on the external parts of the pectorals. The close-grip version targets the triceps and
the inside parts of the pectorals; the difference is that you must place your hands around 8 inches apart on the barbell then lower it to your chest with your elbows pointing outward. 6. Bent-Arm Barbell Pull-over Lie down on your back in a semi-supine position. Hold the barbell above your chest with palms facing forward, hands shoulder width apart,
and arms extended up toward the ceiling. Slowly lower the barbell behind your head while bending your arms slightly, and then slowly return to the starting position. 7. Barbell Bent-Over Row Stand up, feet shoulder width apart, knees slightly bent, bend your torso forward and kept it at a 45-degree angle with the floor. Pull the barbell to the sternum
while flexing your elbows and pulling your shoulder blades in toward your spine then get back to the initial position. You can also perform the exercise in a reverse grip by following the same principles. Another option is to hold the barbell in a reverse close-grip manner so you focus more on the outer parts of your upper back. Make sure your back is
kept straight throughout the movement. 8. Military Press Stand up, feet shoulder-width apart, knees slightly bent. Hold the barbell in front of your shoulders, palms forward, and slowly push it upward without reaching the end of the motion to prevent lifting your shoulder blades. Then get back to the starting position in a controlled manner. 9. Barbell
Front Raise Stand up, feet shoulder-width apart, knees slightly bent. Hold the barbell with the hands shoulder-width apart. Lift forward with the arms straight until you reach eye level, than return slowly to the starting position. Do not bounce the barbell up and never use your back to cheat because it's a concentration movement. 10. Barbell Shrug
Stand up, feet shoulder width apart, knees slightly bent. Hold the barbell shoulder width apart. Lift your shoulders straight upward toward the ears in the frontal plane without bending the elbows then slowly lower down the weight. 11. Barbell Upright Row Stand up, feet shoulder-width apart, knees slightly bent. Hold the barbell shoulder width
apart. Lift through your shoulder joint straight upward while bending the elbows and bringing the barbell up to your chin and then slowly lower down the weight. 12. Barbell Curl Stand up, feet shoulder width apart, knees slightly bent. Hold the barbell shoulder width apart in front of you, palms facing forward. Lift the barbell up by flexing at the
elbow joint until you reach a full biceps contraction then lower it down slowly. 13. Bent-Over Barbell Concentration Curl Stand up, feet shoulder width apart, knees slightly bent. Bend your chest forward until it is parallel to the floor. Lift the barbell up by flexing at the elbow joint until it reaches your shoulders level then lower it down slowly. If your
lower back is unable to support this position, you can do the movement while seated on a chair. 14. Behind-The-Head Skullcrusher Lie down on your back in a semi-supine position. Hold the barbell above your head. Your arms must be perpendicular to your body and the floor. Flex at the elbow and lower the barbell backward behind your head
without moving your shoulder joint. Return slowly to the starting position. 15. Standing Overhead Barbell Triceps Extensions Stand up, feet shoulder-width apart, knees slightly bent. Hold the barbell shoulder width apart and straight up to your head with your arms extended. Flex at the elbow and lower the barbell behind your neck and then slowly
lift it back. 16. Reverse-Grip Barbell Curls Stand up, feet shoulder-width apart, knees slightly bent. Hold the barbell with your hands shoulder-width apart in front of you, palms facing backward. Lift the barbell up by flexing at the elbow joint until it reaches your chest then lower it down slowly. 17. Barbell Wrist Curl Stand up, feet shoulder-width
apart, knees slightly bent. Hold the barbell with your hands shoulder-width apart in front of you palms facing backward. Curl your wrist up and then slowly release, rolling it to your fingers. (Editor's Note: video above is seated instead of standing.) 18. Barbell Good Morning Stand up, feet shoulder-width apart; place the barbell straight on your
shoulders. Bend forward at the waist until your chest becomes approximately parallel to the floor while keeping your back straight then slowly get back to the starting position. 19. Seated Bar Twist Stand up, feet shoulder width apart; place the barbell straight on your shoulders. Slowly rotate your upper body from side to side while keeping your
pelvis stable. (Editor's Note: video above is seated instead of standing.) 20. Barbell Crunch Lie down on your back in a semi-supine position. Hold the barbell on your chest with both hands. Straighten your arms and point with them to the ceiling. Slowly raise your shoulders and upper back, concentrating on your upper abdominals. Then return to the
starting position while controlling the movement. The Program Reps and Sets Rest time between sets and exercises must be 30-90 seconds depending on your conditioning level. If you are a beginner, how can you progress to a more advanced level? It's simple; you need to increase the intensity of training by doing one of the following: Increase the
number of repetitions. Add sets. Increase or extensively decrease the speed of the movement. Decrease time of rest between sets and exercises. Add weights to the barbell. Use advanced training techniques such as: Drop Sets: place many plates on each side of the barbell (as much as you can lift for 6-10 repetitions). Perform repetitions till concentric
failure then immediately remove one plate from each side and without rest continue the exercise to failure and again remove one more plate from each side. Continue this procedure till you're out of plates. Exhaustion-Set System: perform as many repetitions as possible with good technique until concentric failure occurs. Burn System: perform a set
till concentric failure, then proceed with half or partial repetitions. Pyramids: start with a set of 10-to-12 repetitions with a light resistance, which is increased over several sets so fewer and fewer repetitions can be performed, until reaching 1 repetition maximum. Then repeat the same sets and resistances in reverse order, with the last set consisting
of 10-to-12 repetitions. Super Slow System: perform very slow repetitions ranging from 20-to-60 seconds per repetition. Super Setting Systems: in the first type, you use several sets of two exercises for the agonist and antagonist muscles of the body part. In the second type use one set of several exercises in rapid succession for the same muscle
group or body part. Once-A-Week Total-Body Training Program Once-A-Week Total-Body Training 4 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) Barbell stiff-legged deadlift 4 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) Barbell Bench Press - Medium Grip 4 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec.) 4 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 4 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 4 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 4
sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 4 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) Behind-the-head skullcrusher 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) Twice-A-Week Total-Body Training Program Note: Take 2-3 days of rest after each session. 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) Barbell stiff-legged deadlift 3 sets, 8-12
reps (rest 90 sec. ) Barbell Bench Press - Medium Grip 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) Crunches Perform holding a barbell in an overhead position. 3 sets, 8-12
reps (rest 90 sec. ) 3 sets, 16-24 reps (alternating, 8-12 reps per side, rest 90 sec. ) Standing barbell calf raise 3 sets, 12-15 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) Bent-arm barbell pull-over 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) Reverse-grip bent-over row 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90
sec. ) Reverse-grip barbell curl 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) Behind-the-head skullcrusher 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 3 sets, 12-15 reps (rest 90 sec. ) Three-Times-A-Week Total Body Training Program Note: Take 1 day of rest after each session. 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) Barbell Bench Press - Medium Grip 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 3
sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) Behind-the-head skullcrusher 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) Crunches Perform holding barbell in an overhead position. 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 3 sets, 16-24 reps (alternating, 8-12 reps per side, rest 90 sec. ) Standing
barbell calf raise 3 sets, 12-15 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) Reverse-grip bent-over row 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) Reverse-grip barbell curl 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) Barbell stiff-legged deadlift
3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) Bent-arm barbell pull-over 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) Reverse-grip bent-over row 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) Seated palms-up wrist curl 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) Crunches Perform holding a barbell in an overhead position. 3 sets, 12-15 reps (rest 90 sec. ) Advanced Barbell
Training Program Perform the exercises in order with no rest between exercises and 1 min. rest between sets. 3 sets, 8-12 reps (no rest) Barbell stiff-legged deadlift 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 1 min. ) Perform the exercises in order with no rest between exercises and 1 min. rest between sets. 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 1 min. ) Perform the exercises in order
with no rest between exercises and 1 min. rest between sets. 3 sets, 8-12 reps (no rest) 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 1 min. ) Perform the exercises in order with no rest between exercises and 1 min. rest between sets. Behind-the-head skullcrusher 3 sets, 8-12 reps (no rest) 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 1 min. ) Perform the exercises in order with no rest between
exercises and 1 min. rest between sets. 3 sets, 8-12 reps (no rest) Crunches Perform holding a barbell in an overhead position. 3 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 1 min. ) Perform all exercises in order with no rest between exercises and 90 sec. rest between sets. 2 sets, 8-12 reps (no rest) 2 sets, 16-24 reps (alternating, 8-12 reps per side, no rest) Standing barbell
calf raise 2 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) Perform all exercises in order with no rest between exercises and 1 min. rest between sets. 2 sets, 8-12 reps (no rest) Bent-arm barbell pull-over 2 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 1 min. ) Perform all exercises in order with no rest between exercises and 1 min. rest between sets. Barbell Row Perform with a wide grip. 2
sets, 10-12 reps (no rest) Reverse-grip bent-over row 2 sets, 10-12 reps (no rest) Barbell Row Perform with a narrow grip. 2 sets, 10-12 reps (rest 1 min. ) Perform all exercises in order with no rest between exercises and 1 min. rest between sets. 2 sets, 8-12 reps (no rest) 2 sets, 8-12 reps (no rest) 2 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 1 min. ) Perform all exercises
in order with no rest between exercises and 90 sec. rest between sets. Behind-the-head skullcrusher 2 sets, 8-12 reps (no rest) 2 sets, 8-12 reps (no rest) 2 sets, 8-12 reps (no rest) Seated palms-up wrist curl 2 sets, 8-12 reps (rest 90 sec. ) Perform all exercises in order with no rest between exercises and 1 min. rest between sets. 2 sets, 8-12 reps (no
rest) Crunches Perform holding a barbell with an overhead position. 2 sets, 8-12 reps (no rest) 2 sets, 16-24 reps (alternating, 8-12 reps per side, rest 1 min. ) Stretching: Upper Body Stretch Abdominal Stretch Quadriceps Stretch Hamstrings Stretch
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